GSA acquired the Major General Emmett J. Bean Federal Center (also known as Building One), located at 8899 E. 56th Street, Indianapolis, Indiana in 1995. This 3 story building has 1.6 million square feet and houses several federal agency regional offices (GSA, DFAS, MILPAY, etc.).

C-CAT has provided over 1,000 locations of voice and data infrastructure needs for the BRAC realignment that has affected several of the federal agencies located in Building One. C-CAT has also provided several installs of single mode and multimode fiber. In addition, C-CAT performs closet reorganization by installing new vertical and horizontal manager as well as space conscious patch panels. Additionally, C-CAT managed a large security project involving multiple vendors and suppliers. C-Cat was the Prime Contractor on this project and held the Bond.

C-CAT handles project challenges for installs at this building by coordinating installs in Phases and working closely with the GSA Management Team as well as the end users. C-CAT coordinates scheduling with other trades in addition to working flexible schedule.